[Accuracy and reliability between glucose meters: A study under normal clinical practice conditions].
The glucose meters usually show a high accuracy, and in clinical practice, capillary and plasma glucose (PG) are used interchangeably. However, many variables can affect the validity of these devices. The aim of this study was to determine the accuracy and reliability of 3 glucose meters that are currently used in a primary care centre. A sample of venous blood and a drop of capillary blood were obtained from 59 participants. The drop was analysed in 3 glucose meters: 2 FreeStyle® Optium (OP1 and OP2), and one Accu-Chek® Aviva. The PG acted as the reference value, and the haematocrit and plasma levels of urea, bilirubin, uric acid and triglycerides were also analysed. We used the Passing-Bablok regression for accuracy and the intraclass correlation coefficient and the Bland-Altman method for reliability. The current American Diabetes Association standard of a total error of±5% was applied. Differences in mean±standard deviation (mg/dL) and the systematic error were 5.8±7 and 5.8% (OP1); 6.2±8 and 5.9% (OP2); 8.3±8 and 6.3% (Accu-Chek®). The OP1/OP2 pair showed the highest level of reliability, with an intraclass correlation coefficient=0.97, bias=-0.4mg/dL, and a width of the 95% limits of agreement of 28.6mg/dL. The highest levels of accuracy and reliability were observed in high glucose ranges (PG≥126mg/dL). Despite their clinically acceptable mean difference compared to the PG, the 3 glucose meters did not fulfill the current American Diabetes Association standard. The regular performance of quality control tests of these devices is recommended.